We Care

FOR YOU, OUR STAFF, AND OTHER VISITORS

FACE COVERING REQUIRED

PLEASE MAINTAIN AT LEAST 6 FEET BETWEEN VISITING PARTIES

TEMPERATURE CHECK REQUIRED

TO ENSURE THE SAFETY OF OUR STAFF AND VISITORS, WE ARE:

- Frequently sanitizing surfaces
- Limiting building capacity
- Wearing protective gear
- Supplying multiple hand-sanitizing stations

Begin the Hatch Show Print Tour
Meet here 10 minutes prior to tour time

Begin the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum Tour

Begin the Historic RCA Studio B Tour
Meet shuttle here 15 minutes prior to tour time

Please get your tickets by scanning the QR code
TAYLOR SWIFT EDUCATION CENTER
Classrooms, Educational Programs, and Family Activities

BROOKS & DUNN: KINGS OF NEON

BEGIN TOUR HERE

TEMPORARILY CLOSED

IF SITTING, PLEASE OBSERVE SOCIAL DISTANCING.

RESTROOMS ARE ONLY AVAILABLE AT THE BEGINNING AND END OF THE TOUR.

WE COULD: THE SONGWRITING ARTISTRY OF BOUDLEAUX AND FELICE BRYANT
Presented by the Willard & Pat Walker Charitable Foundation, Inc.

FACE COVERING REQUIRED

PLEASE MAINTAIN AT LEAST 6 FEET BETWEEN VISITING PARTIES

TEMPERATURE CHECK REQUIRED

TO ENSURE THE SAFETY OF OUR STAFF AND VISITORS, WE ARE:
- Frequently sanitizing surfaces
- Limiting building capacity
- Wearing protective gear
- Supplying multiple hand-sanitizing stations

WE COULD: THE SONGWRITING ARTISTRY OF BOUDLEAUX AND FELICE BRYANT

SING ME BACK HOME: FOLK ROOTS TO THE 1960s

STAIRS TO 2ND FLOOR

BEGIN YOUR TOUR

FLOOR 3

ELEVATOR
ACCESSIBLE
RESTROOM
FIRE EXIT
HAND SANITIZATION STATION
SUGGESTED PATHWAY

GOLD RECORD WALL
HALL OF FAME ROTUNDA

SING ME BACK HOME:
1960s TO PRESENT

KACEY MUSGRAVES: ALL OF THE COLORS

TEMPORARILY CLOSED

GRAND STAIRCASE TO FIRST FLOOR AND EXIT

HAND SANITIZATION STATION

RECORDING STATION

OUTDOOR SEATING

RED ONION SNACKS & DRINKS

2 FLOOR

CONTINUE YOUR TOUR

EXIT

ELEVATOR
ACCESSIBLE
RESTROOM
FIRE EXIT
SUGGESTED PATHWAY
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HAND SANITIZATION STATION

CONTINUE YOUR TOUR

Floor 2

AMERICAN CURRENTS: STATE OF THE MUSIC

OUTLAWS & RISQUES: COUNTRY'S ROARING 70s

Stairs from 3rd Floor

WE CARE